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“In a democratic society
rational argument is one
of the few forms of power
that the powerless still
possess.”



Argument…



“The system is perfectly designed to produce the results it does.”



“We are taught to work within the system
and the system learns to work within us.”



100 million malnourished Indian children



‘malnourished’ according to whom?



“The villagers got very angry when we told them
  that their children were malnourished.”



“1 in 3 of the world's malnourished children live in India.”

- UNICEF



“Power defines reality”



“Malnutrition limits development and the capacity to learn.”

- UNICEF



“They don’t even know their children are malnourished.”



“To demand that our children feel well in the world 
that we leave them is an insult to their dignity.”



“Do we, or our institutions, really know what good nutrition 
is? Or do we just think we do? Are we building programs that
impact millions of mothers and children based on a faulty, 
un-interrogated and violently universalized understanding?”



How many worlds are hidden, buried and dismissed 
by use of the word ‘malnutrition’?



Why are child rights not invoked by UNICEF, the
World Bank or the Government of India in order to
‘save’ middle class Indian children from obesity,
early onset diabetes or other ‘diseases of modernity’?



Why does the Government of India not intervene to
save European & North American children from slow
poisoning by the fast food industry?



“It is only when rich-country politicians gaze at the
non-voters in the rest of the world that they become
Planners.”



By what right do we 
intervene in the
relationship between a
mother and child?



“Rationalization presented
as rationality is a principle
strategy in the exercise 
of power”



“If the misery of our poor be caused
 not by the laws of nature, but by our
 institutions, great is our sin.”

- Charles Darwin
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